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This Paper in a Nutshell

Studies the labor market implications of robot-driven job displacement

Uses “Muestra continua de vidas laborales”

Panel extracted from Spanish Social Security records

Focuses on 2001–2017

Leverages differences in robot penetration across industries

Conditional on being involuntarily dismissed, robot penetration leads to:

I New job with lower pay

I New job with temporary contract

I Affects duration and characteristics of job spells for up to 36 months
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General Overview

Very nice paper on topical issue

Provides evidence of effects of robot installations for Spain

Instrumenting strategy borrowed from Acemoglu and Restrepo

Terrific fit for a conference on the Spanish economy!
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Effects of Robots for Dismissed Workers

Empirical setting leverages variation in sector-year exposure to robots

How do future job outcomes of a dismissed worker relate to the robot-intensity of last job?

Since the focus is on dismissed workers, I wonder whether the relevant object is the
variation in robots in the previous job

The focus should be more on the local labor market

How do future job outcomes of a dismissed worker relate to the robot-intensity of local
labor market?
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Identification Strategy

Focus on local labor markets would strengthen the identification strategy

Robot penetration in Spanish industries is instrumented with that of foreign countries,
yet automation is mainly in automotive

This sector-year variable may capture the implications of the financial crisis, which were
particularly rough for automotive

This was a global event ⇒ the same concern applies to foreign robot installations

Variation at local labor market ⇒ can add sector-year fixed effects

Compare two workers with similar characteristics which were dismissed by the same sector in
the same year, and who reside in two local labor markets that differ in exposure to robots
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What’s Special about Robots?

Does it differ to be dismissed due to robots than due to any other reason?

Would be interesting to provide more information on unconditional changes in wages, types
of contract, etc. for dismissed workers

More explicit comparison of effects of robots vs. foreign import competition

Could also leverage variation in construction/house prices to compare with the effects of
housing bust
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The Good and the Bad of Robots

Bad:

Cuccu and Royuela (2023)

⇒ robot-displaced workers transition to worse jobs

Good:

Juanfran et al. (2023) ≡ Albanesi, Dias da Silva, Jimeno, Lamo and Wabitsch (2023)

⇒ higher employment shares for AI-exposed occupations (especially for young/skilled)

⇒ little effects on wages

Does it imply an increase in labor earnings inequality/polarization across local labor markets
as a function of their exposure to automation?
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Effects of Robots and Labor Market Institutions

Do the implications of robot adoption depend on “rigidity” of labor contracts?

Is it possible to leverage the 2012 reform to address this question?

Again, focus on local labor markets would help to address this question

Extend Domenech Arumi and Vannutelli (2023) to evaluate heterogeneous effects as a
function of robot penetration of local labor market
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Thank You!
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